
|Vcb| Discussion Items

Florian & Paolo with your Input



Inclusive Decays – Discussion Items

- Global |Vcb| fits

- Correlations of theory errors

- Correlations of experimental values

- QED corrections → also see Marzia’s talk tomorrow

- Useful measurements @ Belle II 

- Redo spectral moment measurements of q2, MX , nX, and El moments 

in a single analysis

- Very valuable to capture the full experimental correlations

- AFB & other differential measurements (q2,  MX and El moments for 

forward and backward events)

- Do measurements w/ and w/o QED FSR corrections

- Differential measurements could be useful to validate or use lattice 

information



Inclusive Decays – Discussion Items

- Useful Calculations:

- Complete O(𝛼s) for q2 and analytica formulae for MX, El moments

- q2  moments at O( 1/mb
4, 1/m5 ) 

- QED

- Lattice Input to constrain or test relevance of higher order 

corrections?

- What is the ultimate precision that can be reached?  [arXiv:2310.20324]



Inclusive Decays – Discussion Items

- Should provide measurements w/o FSR QED effects

- Very interesting to test our understanding of QED !

- BF BF BFs –  we need new measurements



Theory Correlations in q2 Moments



Details from Global Fit of [arXiv:2310.20324]



QED versus PHOTOS

 -0.8 % shift on BR(El > 0.6 GeV)



- How to truncate the BGL expansion? How to implement unitarity?

- QED correction and Coulomb factor

- In inclusive decays, it dominates the correction to the total width 

(but not the w spectrum)

- Structure Dependent contributions? 

- 1 + 𝛼 𝝿  from scalar QED (B0 ->D, D*) versus                                 

(1 + 4/9 𝛼 𝝿)  inclusive (both B0 and B+)

- Lattice Calculations prospects in 3 years?

- Assumptions of isospin (+/- 1%)

Exclusive Decays



Exclusive Decays

- What should be measured? 

- Angular coefficients are an excellent way to parametrize and 

share results.

New on arxiv today!
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.20286.pdf

Need to make sure we have matching bin boundaries in w



Model Independence versus Overfitting

Model independence vs overfitting

1. Where do we truncate the series? 

2. How can we include unitarity 

constraints? 

3. These questions are related.

redundancy
important for 
reliable uncertainty



Model Independence versus Overfitting

Models on the market : 



1D Example

A) Bayesian approach: 
cut gaussian PDF, 
compute CL from 
new PDF

B) Large 𝝌2  penalty 
outside physical 
region

C) Feldman Cousins toy 
MC coverage        



Feldman / Cousins

From Moritz Karbach, [arXiv:1109.0714]



1 - CL from Feldman Cousins



Convergence order by order

Lack of convergence? 



The problem with constraints

If we impose UT constraints directly into the fit, there are many shapes possible

Problem is that the ‘graduality’ on how the constraint is imposed, has an 

impact on the uncertainties of the higher coefficients. Posed differently, it 

may be that their uncertainties do not have a strict meaning in terms of a CL

1

These different penalties will give you different
Uncertainties for higher order coefficients



Watch out for biases

Patrick and Zoltan voiced concerns that imposing UT could lead to biases. 

Zoltan gave a historical example from BaBar and Patrick the generic example of 

enforcing positive signal yields.

From talking with Patrick and Zoltan

Textbook example: 

- Search for small Signal over huge Bkg                

(true signal e.g. zero or negligible)

- If you impose 𝜇 >= 0 and repeat your 

measurements you will always fit a value 

in [0, positive number]

𝜇

Mean of meas > 0, 

although  true signal is 0



Benchmarking different approaches

How can we make progress on this? 



Let’s benchmark it! 

I think we can actually solve this (and add a useful piece to the report)

Zoltan framed the challenge extremely well: 

“I would like to have an approach that works for 5/ab now, that does not 

need adjustments.” 

Talked with Patrick, Paolo, Dean, Zoltan, Markus
and others about this

Patrick gave us the other critical ingredient: We can produce a large number of 

possible BGL shapes as true underlying distributions that respect unitarity



Benchmark procedure steps:

Step 1 : Produce a large number of possible BGL shapes as true 

underlying distributions that respect unitarity and a given true |Vcb| value

Step 2 : Use these shapes and produce toys / replica measurements with 

our current (or a future) experimental precision / covariance

Step 3 : Apply the different procedures (NHT, AIC, Feldman/Cousins, 

stability by eye, …) to determine FFs, |Vcb|toy and σtoy  

Step 4 : Study pulls of toys :  ( |Vcb|toy  - |Vcb|true ) / σtoy



Toy example (very preliminary)

NHT AIC

( |Vcb|toy  - c ) / σtoy

Single true hypothesis 
compatible with UT

( |Vcb|toy  - c ) / σtoy

Example toy fit



Remaining Truncation Uncertainty Input from Bob

Bob had another intriguing thought : can we not just use the UT bound to assess 

how dependent we are on truncating the BGL series? 

We certainly could !   

(although this assumes that we do not exceed UT, i.e. somehow choose to 

impose it in the fit)

Idea: e.g. fit N coefficients Chose next coefficient as shown 
below; check if |Vcb| is affected



Averages of experimental information

Good example: B → 𝝅ℓ𝜈 average from HFLAV 

1. Average all the experimental information     2. Then do a Vub fit

Nada Gharbi, Markus Prim, FB



Averages of experimental information

Average of tagged Belle and untagged Belle II B → D* ℓ𝜈  in prep.  for HFLAV report

Markus Prim, FB



Lattice (dis)agreements

Markus Prim, FB



- QED effects → should provide measurements w/ QED effects included

- Exclusive case (QED)

- More angular analysis 

- Moments in forward versus backward 

- Maybe more granular useful? 

- BF measurements?

-



- Test from Bob

- Sum^n a^2 < 1 → add a_n+1 = 1- sum


